Sagnac interferometry with coherent vortex superposition states in exciton-polariton condensates
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We investigate prospects of using counter-rotating vortex superposition states in nonequilibrium exciton-polariton Bose-Einstein condensates for the purposes of Sagnac interferometry. We first investigate the stability of vortex-antivortex superposition states, and show that they survive at steady state in a variety of configurations. Counter-rotating vortex superpositions are of potential interest to gyroscope and seismometer applications for detecting rotations. Methods of improving the sensitivity are investigated by targeting high momentum states via metastable condensation, and the application of periodic lattices. The sensitivity of the polariton gyroscope is compared to its optical and atomic counterparts. Due to the large interferometer areas in optical systems and small de Broglie wavelengths for atomic BECs, the sensitivity per detected photon is found to be considerably less for the polariton gyroscope than with competing methods. However, polariton gyroscopes have an advantage over atomic BECs in a high signal-to-noise ratio, and have other practical advantages such as room-temperature operation, area independence, and robust design. We estimate that the final sensitivities including signal-to-noise aspects are competitive with existing methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Atomic Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) was first achieved in 1995 [1,2], which inspired a massive worldwide research effort into investigating its properties. Today, atomic BECs are being considered for applications in a variety of fields, such as quantum simulation [3], quantum information [4,5], and quantum metrology [6]. Recently, it has become apparent that BECs can be made in a variety of different systems. In particular, a BEC of quasiparticle excitations in semiconductor systems consisting of exciton-polaritons have been observed [7,8]. Exciton-polariton BECs are formed in semiconductor microcavities [9], or planar dielectric Fabry-Pérot optical cavities [10], for example, and can be described as half-matter, half-light excitations that are typically created using laser injection methods [11,12]. Exciton-polariton BECs are a nonequilibrium phenomenon that can be achieved at room temperatures for suitable materials that support the polaritons [13]. In materials where polaritons can be operated at room temperature, interactions tend to be weaker, however, more recently the nonlinearities have been observed to be significant [14]. Despite the nonequilibrium nature of the polariton BEC, it shares many of the properties of an atomic BEC, such as superfluidity, stable vortex formation, and high spatial coherence.

Although it is now commonplace to realize atomic BECs, typically they need to be cooled to very low temperatures in the region of ∼100 nK. Even for high-temperature superconductors, which may be viewed as a type of charged condensation [15], the highest critical temperature attained has been 138 K [16]. On the other hand, exciton-polaritons (or polaritons for simplicity) typically have very high critical temperatures, due to their exceedingly light effective mass (i.e., ∼10−5 times the bare electron mass). Consequently, this opens the door for new quantum technologies based on room-temperature superfluidity (i.e., “polaritonics”) [17], and avenues for novel light sources [9].

One particular proposal based on BECs that has gathered recent interest is the matter wave analog of the Sagnac interferometer, also called a “quantum gyroscope.” An intuitive way to view these are as a neutral species version of a superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) [18]. SQUIDs are well known to be the most sensitive magnetometers, with capabilities of detecting small magnetic fields in the region of 5 × 10−18 T [19]. Due to the close analogy of a magnetic field of a charged particle and rotation in the Schrödinger equation, one may envision a device based on BECs that is highly sensitive to rotations, instead of magnetic fields. For this reason, ultracold atomic gases have been considered to be an outstanding candidate physical system for realizing such a Sagnac interferometer [20,21]. One advantage that atomic systems possess is the exquisite experimental control that is achievable, particularly for creating vortices in BECs [22]. Moreover, these ultracold atomic gases are highly coherent [23], meaning that they are particularly suited for interferometry. However, from a practical perspective, one of the drawbacks of technologies that utilize ultracold atomic gases is that in order to achieve BEC, experimental conditions need to be cooled to nanokelvin temperatures. This can prove quite expensive, and difficult to achieve in a compact device design. In order to overcome this challenge, a natural extension of the idea is to use exciton-polariton BECs [24,25], which may condense at room temperatures...
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Such an exciton-polariton gyroscope would be a hybrid optical-matter wave Sagnac interferometer [36], as polaritons themselves consist of both photons and excitons. In our scheme, one of the necessary ingredients for this interferometer will be the optical excitation of vortices [37] in the polariton BEC. The direct excitation of vortices by optical means is a convenient way of producing the required vortex superposition state in the condensate, as techniques to generate the optical counterparts are well established. Here, it should be pointed out that the counter-rotating vortex superposition state differs from the vortex-antivortex pair such as those observed in Ref. [38]. The investigation of various vortex states in polariton BECs has continued to gain much interest, with several works examining disorder-induced vortices [39], vortex-antivortex pairs [27,38,40], and vortex ring creation via rotation of Gaussian laser beams [41], to name a few. One of the most efficient methods of vortex creation is using Laguerre-Gauss optical states which carry a well-defined external orbital angular momentum (OAM) [42–44]. However, for Sagnac interferometry, a superposition of a vortex and an antivortex is required, which has not been achieved in polariton BECs to date to our knowledge. While the vortex-antivortex superposition has been achieved in atomic systems [45], this remains an outstanding problem for polaritons, and is interesting from both a fundamental and applications perspective.

The purpose of this article is to investigate the prospects of angular momentum superposition states in exciton-polariton BECs for potential applications in Sagnac interferometry. In Sec. II we present and analyze a scheme for generating vortex-antivortex superpositions via coherent excitation with OAM states of light. In the scheme, the polariton BEC is initially seeded with the desired OAM superposition, then allowed to evolve freely via the open-dissipative Gross-Pitaevskii equation. This allows for the polaritons to approach their own dynamical equilibrium state, independent of the initial state of light. We then study methods to improve the sensitivities of the polariton BEC gyroscope in Sec. III. This includes using ring geometries to target high angular momentum states, and ways of generating this using metastable condensation. A second enhancement scheme is discussed, where periodic lattices are imposed in order to introduce high momentum components to the wave function. In Sec. IV, we discuss the sensitivities of the Sagnac phase for the vortex superposition state, and compare with other existing approaches. In particular, we will derive the Sagnac phase for the vortex superposition and ring geometry cases, and compare the performance to optical and atomic Sagnac interferometers. Finally, we will summarize our results and conclude in Sec. V.

FIG. 1. An experimental configuration for producing vortex-antivortex superpositions in exciton-polariton Bose-Einstein condensates. A laser generates a TEM₀₀ Gaussian beam profile. This light is passed through a spiral phase plate (SPP), generating an orbital angular momentum (OAM) state of light. Once the OAM state of light has traveled through the Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a Dove prism (DP) and mirrors (M), an OAM superposition state of light is made. The resulting OAM superposition state of light can be used to generate an interference pattern in a polariton BEC matter wave within the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) microcavity. This interference pattern is imaged by a detector such as a charge-coupled device (CCD), and can then be used to determine the Sagnac phase and therefore the rotational rate of the polariton BEC.

II. VORTEX-ANTIVORTEX SUPERPOSITIONS IN POLARITON BECS

A. Initialization by Laguerre-Gauss modes

We first describe how the vortex-antivortex superposition is created in the exciton-polariton BEC. The experimental setup for the creation of a vortex-antivortex polariton BEC is shown in Fig. 1, which is similar to the traditional optical (i.e., Mach-Zehnder) Sagnac interferometer. Unlike the traditional Mach-Zehnder scheme, our polariton BEC interferometer is based on a principle that employs OAM superposition states of light. Our starting point is a source of OAM states of light, which can readily be produced by established methods, for example, by using spiral phase plates (SPPs). This may be used to create OAM superpositions, which coherently excite the polaritons in a DBR structure (e.g., semiconductor). This produces the initial seed polariton condensate, from which the polariton BEC is reinforced by the standard process of exciton-polariton cooling and scattering.

Let us denote the bosonic annihilation operator for an OAM mode with angular momentum number \( l \) and radial node number \( p \) as \( a_{l,p} \) (see Appendix A for more details). Then the superposition state for the mode that we require is \( \alpha a_{l,p} + \beta a_{-l,-p} \), where \( |\alpha|^2 + |\beta|^2 = 1 \). This OAM superposition state of light has two counter-rotating components which will induce an interference pattern in the polariton BEC. Once the characteristic interference of the OAM superposition (consisting of 2\( l \) lobes) has been transferred to the polariton BEC, the Sagnac phase can then be determined from the angular velocity of the BEC cloud. We can obtain an ordinary vortex state here simply by setting either \( \alpha \) or \( \beta = 0 \) [46].
Many lasers emit light beams which approximate a Gaussian profile with $l = p = 0$. Using the TEM$_{00}$ fundamental transverse mode of the optical resonator and channelling it through a SPP, for example, can be used to generate OAM states of light (see Appendix A). Although these states are generally made with holographs, SPPs offer a simple and convenient way to obtain a pure OAM state $a_{l,p}$ with arbitrary integer $l$. Moreover, once the pure state $a_{l,p}$ has been obtained, we can generate an OAM superposition state. One way to accomplish this is by using a Mach-Zehnder type of configuration as seen in Fig. 1, where the Dove prism is used to transform the $a_{l,p}$ state into a $a_{-l,p}$ state to obtain $(a_{l,p} + a_{-l,p})/\sqrt{2}$ at the real output of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. If desired, one may choose the first beam splitter as an $|\alpha|^2:|\beta|^2$ beam splitter, and the second one as a 50:50 beam splitter to obtain an arbitrary superposition of the type $a\alpha a_{l,p} + \beta a_{-l,p}$.

Let us now consider the specific case as shown in Fig. 1, where the two inputs of the first beam splitter are prepared in a coherent state in the LG mode $a_{l,p}$ and the vacuum state, respectively. Hence,

$$a_{IN} = a_{l,p}.$$  \hfill (1)

Assuming that the first beam splitter being used is a symmetric 50:50 beam splitter, the OAM state of light has transformed like

$$a_{IN} = a_{l,p} \mapsto \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(b_{l,p} + c_{l,p}),$$  \hfill (2)

where $b_{l,p}, c_{l,p}$ denotes the LG modes in the two arms of the interferometer. The phase shift in the upper arm of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer will cause the coherent amplitude to be replaced by $a_{l,p} \mapsto e^{i\phi} a_{l,p}$, and the Dove prism in the lower arm of the Mach-Zehnder interferometer will cause the coherent amplitude to be replaced by $b_{l,p} \mapsto b_{-l,p}$. Hence, the OAM state of light seen in Eq. (2) becomes

$$\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(b_{l,p} + c_{l,p}) \mapsto \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(e^{i\phi} b_{l,p} + c_{-l,p}).$$  \hfill (3)

Finally, neglecting the imaginary output of the interferometer, the second beam splitter reverses the transformation and produces the OAM superposition state of light, written as

$$a_{OUT} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}(a_{l,p} + e^{i\phi} a_{-l,p}),$$  \hfill (4)

which is our desired output. The superposition of $a_{l,p}$ and $a_{-l,p}$ states in Eq. (4) can be detected using many different techniques, which typically includes imaging the interference pattern of the light beams which constitute the OAM superposition state. In particular once the polariton BEC is induced, one may use standard spatial and momentum space imaging methods to analyze the coherent condensate state in the polariton microcavity.

B. Exciton-polariton BEC dynamics

The laser injection methods of the previous section can be used to resonantly excite the polariton BEC. The phase of the light is directly imprinted on the polariton BEC, hence the injected polaritons simply follow the same phase relation as the injected light. In this configuration alone, there is no difference of using the OAM superposition states of light to the polariton BEC, as the polaritons inherit their vortex nature from the light. However, once the initial coherent excitation is induced, the OAM superposition is turned off, and the microcavity system is excited by conventional polariton pumping. This can be performed by an off-resonant pumping where the excitons have a much higher energy than the polaritons, or by pumping at a high in-plane momenta  [see Fig. 1(b) in Ref. [8]]. Either method creates a large population of uncondensed polaritons from which the polariton BEC is replenished. It is important to note that apart form the initial seed polariton BEC which is induced coherently, the remaining population thereafter is not pumped with the OAM superposition state. Hence in the second phase where the conventional polaron BEC pumping is used, any OAM superposition state is a genuine steady state of the polariton BEC, and possesses its own dynamics.

While both vortices and vortex-antivortex pairs have been shown theoretically and experimentally to be stable configurations of polariton BECs [38,47], whether or not a counter-rotating vortex superposition is a stable configuration is a nontrivial problem. Such vortex-antivortex superpositions have a more complex phase relation than standard vortex configurations, and have the possibility to spontaneously separate spatially, or relax to a zero momentum state. To investigate this, we have studied the vortex-antivortex superposition in a variety of different circumstances to evaluate its stability.

The spatiotemporal evolution of the nonequilibrium exciton-polariton system is described by the open-dissipative Gross-Pitaevskii (dGP) equation, expressed as [15,48]

$$i \frac{\partial \psi(x,t)}{\partial t} = \left[ -\frac{\hbar}{2m} \nabla^2 + V_{ext}(x) + g|\psi(x,t)|^2 \right] \psi(x,t) + \frac{i}{2}(P(x) - \gamma - \eta|\psi(x,t)|^2)\psi(x,t),$$  \hfill (5)

where $\psi(x,t)$ is a complex valued condensate order parameter, $g$ is the polariton-polariton interaction constant, $m$ is the polariton mass, $V_{ext}(x)$ is a spatially dependent trapping potential energy (see Fig. 5 in Ref. [8]), $P(x)$ is a spatially dependent pumping rate, $\gamma$ is the polariton loss rate, and $\eta$ is the gain saturation [49,50]. Throughout this paper we will assume that the time scale is in units of $2ma/h$, where $a$ is the length scale set by the experiment (e.g., size of trapping potential or pump spot diameter).

We use the the generalized finite-difference time domain (G-FDTD) scheme to solve the dGP equation. G-FDTD is an explicit method that permits an accurate solution with simple computation for solving Eq. (5) in multiple dimensions. To this end, the function $\psi(x,t)$ is first split into real and imaginary components resulting in two coupled equations. The real and imaginary components are then approximated using higher-order Taylor series expansions in time, where the derivatives in time are then substituted into the derivatives in space via the coupled equations. Finally, the derivatives in space are approximated using higher-order finite difference methods.

The G-FDTD has been successfully applied for solving both linear and nonlinear Schrödinger equations [51,52].
C. Stability of vortex-antivortex superpositions

We now examine the stability of the vortex-antivortex superposition under the dynamical evolution of the dGP equation. In Fig. 2, we show the spatiotemporal evolution of the nonequilibrium polariton BEC vortex superposition state in a flat potential landscape \( V_{\text{ext}} = 0 \). The initial condition was chosen as

\[
\psi(x,y,t=0) = \frac{P(x,y) - \gamma}{\sqrt{2\eta}} \left( u_{l=1,p=0}^{LG} + u_{l=1,p=0}^{LG} \right),
\]

where \( u_{l,p}^{LG} \) are the spatial Laguerre-Gauss wave functions defined in Appendix A. The factor of \( \frac{P(x,y) - \gamma}{\eta} \) approximates the equilibrium density which the dGP equation converges to. For densities near equilibrium,

\[
|\psi(x,y,t)|^2 = \frac{P(x,y) - \gamma}{\eta},
\]

the imaginary terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) vanish and we may obtain a zeroth order estimate for solutions [53]. Starting from this approximation, the numerics should converge towards the true solution for the dGP equation, which will in general be different from the standard (conservative) Gross-Pitaevskii solution. Throughout this study, we assumed that the wave function in the \( z \) direction has an insignificant effect on the vortex dynamics in the \( x-y \) plane. In the limit \( P = \gamma = \eta = 0 \), the condensate is conservative (i.e., the particle number is fixed and there is nothing entering or leaving the condensate). With \( P - \gamma, \eta > 0 \), the condensate has both leakage and gain, but stability is maintained such that there is no net loss.

From the initial condition given by Eq. (6), the system is time evolved under Eq. (5) until a steady state is reached. Figure 2 illustrates the condensate density distribution \( |\psi(x,y,t)|^2 \) of the two-dimensional vortex nonequilibrium condensate in a flat potential at various times, and also illustrates the phase [i.e., the argument of \( \psi(x,y,t) \)] of the two-dimensional vortex nonequilibrium condensate in a flat potential at various times. Upon examination of Fig. 2, we can see that our counter-rotating vortex-antivortex superposition state is coherent and stable as it is generated in the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) microcavity outlined in Fig. 1. Here, it should be pointed out that the vortex-antivortex superposition has the characteristic phase dependence of the lobes being out of phase with each other by a factor of \( \pi \). The system quickly reaches steady state and little change is seen beyond \( t = 10 \). The stability of the counter-rotating vortex-antivortex superposition can be attributed to the same reason as for atomic BECs: Both the vortex and antivortex require a density defect due to the phase velocity diverging at the vortex core. Thus it is energetically favorable for both to share the same vortex core, effectively pinning them in the same location.

In Fig. 3 we also simulate the vortex-antivortex superposition for experimental parameters as given in Refs. [14,54,55]. We see that generally the results are unchanged and the interference lobes are stable under different parameters. As the vortex superposition state consists of lobes, the Sagnac
FIG. 4. Time evolution of a polariton BEC initially seeded with a vortex-antivortex superposition for a disordered potential $V_{\text{ext}} = \text{rand()}$. Time frames for the (a) initial state $t = 0$; (b) intermediate state $t = 5$; and (c) steady state $t = 10$ are shown. Parameters used were $P(x, y) = P_0 e^{-r/r_0^2}$, where $P_0 = 2$, $r_0 = 5.35$, and $g = y = \eta = 1$. Time scales are in units of $2ma^2/\hbar$ where $a$ is the length scale unit.

While Fig. 2 suggests that the vortex-antivortex superposition is stable, a realistic semiconductor system does not have a perfectly smooth potential $V_{\text{ext}} = 0$. There are typically unavoidable sources of disorder, which may potentially affect the stability of the superposition states. To investigate this, we study the evolution of the vortex-antivortex superposition state in a disordered potential landscape. Upon examination of Fig. 4, we can see that in the presence of a disordered potential, our vortex superposition state is coherent and stable as it is generated in the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) microcavity outlined in Fig. 1. Figure 4 also illustrates the phase of the two-dimensional vortex nonequilibrium condensate in a disordered potential, which shows in general the same behavior as the flat potential case. We have tried this for several disorder types and strengths, and find that the vortex-antivortex superposition is stable in all cases. Again, upon examination of Fig. 5, we can see that with experimental parameters taken from Refs. [14,54,55] the results are largely unchanged.

III. SENSITIVITY ENHANCEMENTS FOR POLARITON GYROSCOPY

The results of Sec. II suggest that counter-rotating vortex-antivortex superpositions can be coherently excited and are stable in polariton BECs. In the context of gyroscopy, rotations are detected by changes in the lobe interference pattern as found in Figs. 2–6. Thus for sensitive detections one would like the lobes to be as sharply defined as possible, to be able to discriminate between the original and rotated interference patterns. For vortex-antivortex superpositions in polaritons, this can be achieved using large angular momentum states $l$ (see Fig. 2 of Ref. [56]). While this is possible in principle, there are practical limits on the high angular momentum Laguerre-Gauss modes that can be excited. Hence alternative strategies for sensitivity boosts are desirable for the polariton gyroscope.

A. Metastable condensation in ring geometries

In general, higher sensitivities are achieved by the use of high momentum states due to their short wavelength, allowing for high resolutions. A variant of the vortex-antivortex superposition state is to use ring geometries, where the polariton condensate is placed in a circular narrow channel potential. In a BEC, high angular momentum states are energetically disfavored, and typically multiquantized vortices break up into many $l = \pm 1$ vortices [53]. This can be understood to result from the high momentum states that are near the vortex core which have a rapid phase variation. By eliminating the vortex core with the use of a ring potential, high angular momentum states become ultrastable, which is beneficial from a sensitivity point of view.
the superpositions states is via metastable condensation. In Ref. [57] it was experimentally found that in a one-dimensional periodic lattice, polariton condensates at high momentum states could be generated. This was attributed to the tradeoff between relaxation from high energy states and the finite decay time of the polaritons. Here we show that it is possible to target particular momentum state superpositions using the metastable condensation dynamics and spatially dependent pumping profile.

For large rings we may model the ring geometry as discussed above by a toroidal geometry where the $x$ direction is the direction along the channel, and $y$ is in the radial direction. Then the ring geometry imposes that the wave function is periodic in $x$,

$$\psi(x,y,t) = \psi(x + L,y),$$

where $L$ is the circumference of the ring. We also take for convenience that $\psi(x,y) = \psi(x,y + L)$ although this is not important for the purposes of our illustration, and other boundary conditions could be used just as efficiently.

Our target configuration in this case is that we have two counterpropagating momentum modes $\pm k_0$. In a similar way as aforementioned, in the ideal case where only these two modes are initialized, this is a stable configuration of the polariton BEC. To examine what happens with an imperfect initialization procedure, let us consider that we have in addition a component with zero momentum,

$$\psi(x,y,t = 0) = \xi_{k=0} + \xi_{k_0}(e^{ik_0x} + e^{-ik_0x}).$$

We compare two cases where the pump is spatially uniform, $P(x,y) = P_0$, and a spatially varying pump which has the same pumping profile as the target wave function density, which in this case is $\cos^2 k_0 x$.

$$P(x,y) = P_0 \cos^2(k_0 x) + \gamma.$$  

In the case of Ref. [57], the spatially periodic pump modulation occurs because of the metallic deposits on the surface of the DBR which physically blocks the laser pump. These metal deposits also have the effect of producing a periodic potential of the form,

$$V_{\text{ext}}(x,y) = V_0 \cos(2k_0 x),$$

induced by the change in the photonic boundary conditions at the surface [58]. The factor of 2 arises because for $\pi$ state condensation as observed in Ref. [57], the phase in the wave function changes by $\pi$ between adjacent lattices.

Figure 7 shows our results. We start in a state with an equal distribution of momenta, $\xi_{k=0} = \xi_{k_0} = 1/\sqrt{2}$. Under the uniform pumping scheme Eq. (13), the steady state evolves towards dominantly the zero momentum mode. There is a spatial dependence to the real space wave function according to the potential Eq. (15), but the phase is the same across all the sites, indicating that it is dominantly a zero momentum mode. This is explicitly seen by the Fourier space decomposition in Fig. 7(b). For the periodic pumping Eq. (14), the system evolves instead towards the momenta $\pm k_0$. The spatial distribution appears to be identical to the
uniform pumping case, but the phase changes by $\pi$ for adjacent maxima. This may be compared to the density and phase profiles in the ring geometry in Fig. 6, which shows the same variation.

This above shows that a spatially dependent pump may be used to target particular momentum modes with the same periodicity. We note that without an initial seed momentum state, the pumping technique cannot generate the desired momentum modes. The reason is that unlike the coherent excitation technique of Sec. II A, the pumping profile $P(x,y)$ does not contain any phase information, hence cannot impose any particular phase on the condensate. Thus some population in the desired momentum mode must be there initially, but from there the pumping can reinforce this population, and diminish the other contributions. In practice, below the condensation threshold many momentum modes are occupied and hence as it only crosses the critical pump density the system should naturally gravitate towards the target momentum states.

B. Periodic potentials

Another strategy that can be used to enhance the sensitivity is via the use of periodic potentials on the underlying DBR lattice. The origin of this effect is the increased effective mass of the polaritons in the periodic lattice. In general, when a periodic potential is applied to a system, the energy-momentum dispersion breaks up into bands. Within each band, the stronger the potential that is applied, the flatter the dispersion becomes. This originates from the fact that the kinetic energy is suppressed due to the reduced tunneling between adjacent sites. Flatter bands result in a larger effective mass of the particles. As the de Broglie wavelength of the particles is $\lambda = h/mv$, where $v$ is the velocity of the particle, a large mass gives a shorter wavelength, and thus increased sensitivities.

A more direct physical argument which shows the increased sensitivity is shown in Fig. 8. Due to Bloch’s theorem, any eigenstate in a periodic potential may be
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\[ V_{ext} = V_0 |f_1(x)e^{ik_0b_1x} + e^{ik_0b_2x} + e^{i k_0 b_3 x}|^2. \]  

where \( u_k(x) \) is a periodic function with the same periodicity as the crystal and \( k \) is the wave number. The envelope function \( u_k(x) \) can be decomposed into Wannier functions, which for strong potentials can be approximated by the localized potential around one of the potential minima in the periodic function. Thus in a periodic potential with counterpropagating modes the interference pattern is

\[ \left| e^{ik_0x} + e^{-ik_0x} u_0(x) \right|^2 = \cos^2(k_0x)u_0^2(x). \]  

As illustrated in Fig. 8, the periodic potential thus gives a finer periodicity than the ±k₀ modes. By detecting shifts in the finer fringes this can give rise to higher sensitivities for the gyroscope. The mechanism for the increased sensitivity originates from the introduction of high momentum components in the periodic potential uₖ(x). This is consistent with the more straightforward strategy of increasing k₀, except that the high momentum modes are naturally present in a periodic lattice. For the standard approach one must inject the system with a momentum ±k₀.

To check the stability of vortex-antivortex superpositions in periodic lattice potentials, we again perform a time evolution under Eq. (5). Specifically, we choose a Kagome or a basketweave lattice [59]. A Kagome lattice consists of interlaced triangles and exhibits a higher degree of frustration when compared with other 2D lattices (e.g., square and triangular lattices) [60]. A Kagome lattice is particularly interesting as in the tight-binding limit with only nearest-neighbor tunneling the 2D Kagome lattice geometry possesses a completely flat band. In such flat bands, the polariton condensate order parameters become tightly localized at the potential dips [61]. Experimentally, several schemes have been proposed to create flat bands in the 2D Kagome lattice, utilizing metallo-photonic waveguides [62], photonic crystal structures [63], or depositing a thin metal film [57,64,65]. Flat bands can also be engineered in a frustrated lattice of micropillar optical cavities [66]. The lowest order Fourier decomposition of a Kagome lattice potential V_{ext} can be described using just three components, written

\[ V_{ext} = V_0 |f_1(x)e^{ik_0b_1x} + e^{ik_0b_2x} + e^{i k_0 b_3 x}|^2. \]  

where \( f_1(x) = e^{ik_0x} u_k(x), \)

\[ \psi_k(x) = e^{ikx} u_k(x), \]  
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The sensitivity of atomic matter wave interferometers per unit area exceed that of optical ones by the ratio $mc^2/\hbar\omega \sim 10^{10}$ [36]. Typically polariton masses are extremely insignificant (i.e., $m_{\text{eff}} \sim 10^{-4}m_e$), where $m_e$ is the bare electron mass. This almost entirely negates the advantage of polaritons to $mc^2/\hbar\omega \sim 1$, which is the same level as photons. This is not surprising as polaritons themselves are part-matter, part-photon quasiparticles, hence much of their characteristics are inherited from light. In terms of sensitivity, polaritons would appear to be ill-suited for such gyroscopic applications. We argue below that for counter-rotating vortex superposition-based interferometers this argument does not directly apply, as the Sagnac phase is independent of the de Broglie wavelength.

Let us first review the state-of-the-art optical Sagnac interferometers. Typically, in an optical interferometer, light of wavelength $\lambda$ propagates in a closed loop. For each completed propagation in the closed loop configuration, such as in a fiber optic gyroscope, the Sagnac phase is given by

$$\phi_\Omega = \frac{8\pi A_{\text{loop}}\Omega}{\lambda c}, \quad \text{(19)}$$

where $\lambda$ is the wavelength of the light, $\Omega$ is the angular (rotational) velocity, $c$ is the speed of light, and $A_{\text{loop}}$ is the area of the Mach-Zender interferometer. In a ring laser gyroscope, the quantity that is measured is the beat frequency of two counterpropagating lasers. In terms of the phase difference, this is now a time-evolving quantity of the form,

$$\phi_\Omega = \frac{8\pi A_{\text{loop}}\Omega}{\lambda p}, \quad \text{(20)}$$

where $p$ is the perimeter of the interferometric loop. The fiber optic gyroscope and the ring laser gyroscope phases differ in operation in that the latter is time dependent, while the former is not. This means that as the system rotates, the fiber optic gyroscope produces a shift in the fringes only when there is a rotation $\Omega$, while the ring laser gyroscope detects the total time-varying phase of the rotation. Therefore the longer one waits between comparisons of the interference fringes, the larger the angle difference, and therefore the sensitivity.

In both types of optical gyroscopes, the phase is proportional to the area of the interferometric loop. This is quite different to the situation in a BEC where the phase around a vortex is fixed purely by the topological winding number. Thus independent of the path, a phase of $2\pi l$ is picked up around a vortex. For a fixed $l$, the path can in principle enclose an arbitrary area and yet will not pick up any additional phase. It is also independent of the de Broglie wavelength $\lambda$ for the same reasons. Therefore, for a counter-rotating vortex-antivortex superposition, the Sagnac phase is independent of the area of the BEC and the mass of the particles (i.e., polaritons) involved. As the Sagnac phase directly originates from the interference of two counter-rotating angular momentum, it follows that the the Sagnac phase can then be written as

$$\phi_\Omega(t) = 2\Omega t, \quad \text{(21)}$$

and can be determined from the $\Omega$ of the vortex superposition state in a polariton BEC.

Is it possible to regain the geometry and wavelength dependence of Eq. (19) in a BEC to further improve the sensitivity? For the ring geometry considered in Sec. III A the area and wavelength dependence is reinstated, as we show below. For the BEC case the Sagnac phase for polaritons can be written [74],

$$\phi_\Omega(t) = N(t)\frac{4mA_{\text{loop}}}{\hbar}\Omega, \quad \text{(22)}$$

where $N(t)$ is the number of times a polariton revolves around the loop in a time $t$. In a ring geometry of radius $r$ as seen in [46,75], we have for counter-propagating momenta $\pm k_0$,

$$N(t) = \frac{t\hbar k_0}{2\pi rm}. \quad \text{(23)}$$

This therefore gives

$$\phi_\Omega(t) = 2k_0r\Omega t. \quad \text{(24)}$$

We note here that each polariton in the BEC cloud has the same magnitude of the angular momentum, which contributes to the signal-to-noise ratio as will be discussed below. The relation now has a boost in the sensitivity with the radius of the ring, which arises from the fact that the velocity of a wave with momentum $k_0$ has a value $v = \hbar k_0/m$. This is in contrast to a vortex which decays with radius $v = \hbar/l/mr$.

In the ring geometry we regain the enhancement due to the de Broglie wavelength in Eq. (24), as for heavy particles, the typical wave number $k_0 = 2\pi/\lambda$ is much higher, which also results in enhanced sensitivities. In this sense, the use of periodic potentials as discussed in the previous section can aid the sensitivity, as this produces effectively larger effective masses, and hence larger typical $k_0$. We note that on setting $k_0 = 2\pi/\lambda$, $A_{\text{loop}} = \pi r^2$, and $p = 2\pi r$, Eq. (24) reduces to Eq. (20), so that BEC-based gyroscopes can be considered to be equivalent to the ring laser gyroscopes up to geometrical factors and the wavelength of the particles being used.

### B. Detection of Sagnac phase

When the laboratory frame rotates in time, the two counter-rotating matter waves pick up different phases, and the transverse density profile at $z = 0$ is given as

$$\{1 + \cos(2l(\phi + \Omega t))\} \vert \psi(x,t) \vert^2, \quad \text{(25)}$$

or for the case of the ring geometry,

$$\{1 + \cos(2k_0r(\phi + \Omega t))\} \vert \psi(x,t) \vert^2, \quad \text{(26)}$$

signifying a rotation of the interference pattern as the Sagnac phase accumulates over time. Following the rotation of the lobes in the interference pattern, one may determine the angular velocity $\Omega$ from the density profile of the polariton BEC. The condensate density will show an interference pattern that decays with radius $r$ as for heavy particles, and can be determined from the phase difference between the amplitudes and charges of the two vortex components, as seen in Figs. 2–6. This allows the polariton BEC to be used for the measurement of changes in the Sagnac phase caused by the rotation of the laboratory frame of reference (i.e., the interferometer itself). This can be performed using existing experimental techniques where a CCD camera is used to image the photoluminescence from the polariton BEC.

Determining the Sagnac phase using our proposed polariton Sagnac interferometer will depend on the vortex charge $l$ of the polariton BEC superposition state. In practice, spiral phase
plates (SPPs) generally work best for low integer values of $l$. However, in principle, $l$ can take on any integer value, although low integer values of $l$ generally give a more stable vortex superposition. The proposed polariton Sagnac interferometer is based on imaging the standing wave of the polariton BEC, which is comparably much smaller than the area occupied by comparable optical technologies (e.g., ring-laser gyroscope). Thus the polariton ring geometry has the potential for higher sensitivities.

We are now in a position to compare the rotational phases per particle of the interference patterns $\phi_{\Omega}$. Due to the similar nature of the operation, it is simplest to compare the polariton gyroscopes to the ring laser gyroscope, which both have an increasing polariton phase in the time domain. For the ring laser gyroscope, taking $\alpha_{\text{loop}} \sim 1$ m$^2$ and $p \sim 1$ m, and typical optical wavelengths, one obtains the proportionality of $\Omega$ in Eq. (20) to be $8\pi \alpha_{\text{loop}}/\lambda p \sim 10^7$. For ultracold atom implementations, $\alpha_{\text{loop}} \sim 1$ mm$^2$, $p \sim 1$ cm, and velocities $v \sim 1$ m/s we have $8\pi \alpha_{\text{loop}}/\lambda p \sim 10^6$ [76]. For the polariton gyroscope with ring radii of $r \sim 100 \mu$m and $k_0 \sim 10 \mu$m$^{-1}$ [57], this gives the coefficient of the rotational phase in Eq. (24) as $k_0 r \sim 10^3$. Thus in terms of the best achievable sensitivities per particle, polariton gyroscopes appear to have a large handicap compared to other methods due to their long wavelengths and relatively small interferometric loop areas. However, we shall see in the next section that some of this deficit is made up by the superior signal-to-noise of polaritons.

C. Signal-to-noise ratio and stability

We now discuss the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the sensitivity achievable in such a polariton Sagnac interferometer. The SNR is given by the ratio of the rotational phase shift to the shot noise that depends on the number of photons $N$ arriving at the CCD from the polariton condensate per second [74,77],

$$\text{SNR} = \phi_{\Omega}(t)/\sqrt{1/N}. \quad (27)$$

The final SNR has a maximum at a certain rate of photon detection, and the sensitivity $\Omega_{\text{min}}$ is calculated by setting $\text{SNR} = 1$. Thus, for the superposition in the geometries as seen in Figs. 2–5,

$$\Omega_{\text{min}} = 1/(2lt \sqrt{N}), \quad (28)$$

and for the vortex-antivortex superposition in the ring geometry of Fig. 6 we have

$$\Omega_{\text{min}} = 1/(2k_0 rt \sqrt{N}). \quad (29)$$

Typical polariton densities are in the region of $10^9$ cm$^{-2}$, and a polariton spot size of $100 \mu$m$^2$ gives a polariton number in the region of $10^3$. The lifetime of the polaritons is in the region of $\sim 10$ ps, hence we can estimate that the number of signal photons is $N \sim 10^{14}$ s$^{-1}$ for polaritons. This gives our estimate for the polariton vortex-antivortex superposition in the ring geometry,

$$\Omega_{\text{min}} \sim 10^{-11} \text{ rad s}^{-1} \text{ Hz}^{-1/2}. \quad (30)$$

This is comparable with state-of-the-art atomic beam gyroscopes which are at the $10^{-10}$ rad s$^{-1}$ Hz$^{-1/2}$ level [72,76].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. Performance comparison for various Sagnac phase technologies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sagnac Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polariton BECs (theory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultracold Atoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ring Laser Gyro (1m$^2$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superfluid Helium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiber Optic Gyro (Commercial)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanofabricated Gratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moire Classical Fringes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With regard to the stability of our proposed polariton Sagnac interferometer, it bypasses the beam drift that is a common cause of instability in the metrology that employs atomic or optical beams, and no complicated atomic beam configurations are required. The technical issues that optical Sagnac interferometers face, such as the short-time rotational sensitivity problem [78], and the change in phase velocity of light [79], should not be present for polaritons by construction. Moreover, thermal expansion over atomic beam trajectories is not an issue for a polariton BEC, as atomic beams are not needed. Interferometers which use atomic beams usually have beam drifts on the order of $\mu$ deg/h after hours of running time [80]. The simplicity of our scheme (i.e., no large optical loops in a solid-state device), would suggest that our scheme should not suffer as seriously from stability as seen in Table I. It should be pointed out that although Sagnac interferometry with coherent vortex superposition states in exciton polariton condensates has not been verified experimentally to date, we present in Table I a theoretical performance estimate against competing technologies which have.

We note that for purposes of seismometry, since the vector of angular velocity $\Omega$ is proportional to the vector of ground velocity $\mathbf{v}$,

$$\Omega = \frac{1}{2} \nabla \times \mathbf{v}. \quad (31)$$

In this sense a quantum polariton seismometer can detect the ground velocity from the Sagnac phase by detecting rotations that originate from unaccounted rotations of the ground.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we have introduced two schemes for inducing counter-rotating vortex superposition states in a polariton BEC for gyroscopy. The first is via direct injection of orbital angular momentum (OAM) of light through a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) microcavity. Once the vortex superposition state is induced, it follows a free evolution under standard pump-loss dynamics of the polariton BEC. The second is via metastable condensation in periodic lattices, where particular momentum modes are reinforced by using pumping profiles with the target periodicity. By directly numerically simulating the dynamics, we found that the vortex-antivortex superposition state is stable under a variety of different conditions, in smooth, disordered, and periodic potentials. In all cases we found that the vortex superposition state is stable and is long lived.

We investigated the possibility that the superposition of counter-rotating currents in the polariton BEC can be used as
a method for determining the Sagnac phase—and thus the angular velocity of the interferometer—effectively constituting a “quantum gyroscope.” The vortex-antivortex superposition has the same Sagnac phase dependence as atomic BECs, as the phase relation around a vortex is topologically fixed, regardless of the particle mass or the area of the BEC. Optical Sagnac interferometers have large sensitivities by increasing the area of the interference loop, and atomic Sagnac interferometers have an advantage due to their small de Broglie wavelength. In this respect, polariton gyroscopes have relatively small loop areas and long wavelengths. This can be enhanced using ring geometries or periodic potentials. In comparison with current technology, it would appear that, on a per polariton basis atomic and optical interferometers have a larger sensitivity. However, the polaritons do possess the great advantage that their signal-to-noise ratio should be considerably larger than that of atomic BECs. In an atomic BEC, the optical measurement has the limitation that it should not disturb the system [81], hence there are restrictions on how bright the probe light should be. In contrast, for polaritons they are themselves part light, hence illumination by laser light is intrinsic to the condensation process. Thus, while the phase dependence of the polariton Sagnac interferometer starts with several orders of magnitude deficit, the final estimated sensitivity is competitive with existing methods.

Polariton BEC-based gyroscopes have the additional practical advantage to atomic BECs that they should lead to compact and room temperature compatible devices, as it is based on semiconductor technology. This could lead to a device with the desirable characteristics of compact operation with very high sensitivity and stability. For the metastable condensation technique, the ability of electrical injection of the condensate would remove the need for optics entirely, simplifying the device further. Due to the limitations in the size of the polariton condensate, they are naturally suited towards small volume applications. The effective mass of the polaritons can be tuned by engineering periodic structures, and conventional methods such as changing the exciton fraction of the polaritons, which give additional boosts to sensitivity.
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APPENDIX: ORBITAL ANGULAR MOMENTUM STATES OF LIGHT

OAM superposition states of light can be generated by passing a TEM$_{00}$ beam mode through a spiral phase plate (SPP), followed by a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a Dove prism. The SPP converts the TEM$_{00}$ to a Laguerre-Gaussian (i.e., LG$_{l,p}$) beam mode of quantized OAM with quantum numbers $l$ and $p$, and the Dove prism changes the winding of the quantized OAM from $\hbar l$ to $-\hbar l$. In addition to generation using spiral phase plates [82], cylindrical lens mode converters [83], and computer generated holograms [84] are alternative methods to generate integer quantized OAM. The LG$_{l,p}$ beam modes form a complete orthonormal basis set of solutions for paraxial light beams commonly found in lasers. These modes can be expressed as [85]

$$u_{l,p}(r,\phi,z) = \sqrt{\frac{2p!}{\pi w^2(z) (l + p)!}} \frac{\sqrt{2r}}{w(z)} \exp \left[ -\frac{r^2}{w^2(z)} \right] \times L_p^{|l|} \left( \frac{2r^2}{w^2(z)} \right) \times \exp \left[ -i \left( \frac{kr^2}{2R(z)} + l\phi - \varphi(z) \right) \right], \quad (A1)$$

where the radius of the beam squared is $w^2(z) = (z^2 + b^2)/z$, the radius of curvature is $R(z) = (z^2 + b^2)/z$, the Gouy phase $\varphi(z) = (2p + |l| + 1) \tan^{-1}(z/b)$, $b$ is the Rayleigh range, $k$ is the wave number, and $L_p^{|l|}(r)$ describe the Laguerre polynomials,

$$L_p^{|l|}(r) = \sum_{m=0}^{p} (-1)^m \frac{(l + p)!}{(p - m)![(l + m)!]m!} r^m. \quad (A2)$$

In Eqs. (A1) and (A2), $p$ is the number of nonaxial radial nodes, and the index $l$ is known as the winding number. The winding number describes the helical structure of the wave front and the number of times the phase jumps occur around the beam path in the azimuthal direction. When $l = p = 0$, the LG$_{l,p}$ beam is identical to the fundamental Gaussian beam, or TEM$_{00}$.

The higher order modes from the fundamental mode may be calculated using the operator algebra formalism [86]. Analogous to the two-dimensional quantum harmonic oscillator [87,88], at $z = 0$,

$$\hat{A}_z(0) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2bk}} (kr \cos(\phi) + b \cos(\phi) \partial_r - br \sin(\phi) \partial_\phi), \quad (A3)$$

and

$$\hat{A}_\phi(0) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2bk}} (kr \sin(\phi) + b \sin(\phi) \partial_r + br \cos(\phi) \partial_\phi). \quad (A4)$$

These operators can be evolved in the $z$ direction by a propagator $\hat{U}(z)$ for $\partial_\phi \partial_\phi = \partial_r \partial_\phi$ according to

$$\hat{U}(z) = \exp \left[ -i \frac{z}{2k} \hat{P}_z ^2 \right]$$

$$= \exp \left[ -i \frac{z}{2k} (\partial_\phi^2 + r^2 \partial_\phi^2) \right]. \quad (A5)$$

Next, we can rewrite Eqs. (A3) and (A4) as

$$\hat{A}_z(z) = \hat{U}(z) \hat{A}_z(0) \hat{U}^\dagger(z), \quad (A6)$$

$$\hat{A}_\phi(z) = \hat{U}(z) \hat{A}_\phi(0) \hat{U}^\dagger(z). \quad (A7)$$
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where
\[ \hat{A}_\pm(z) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}[\hat{A}(z) \mp i\dot{\hat{A}}(z)] \]
\[ = \frac{1}{2\sqrt{b}k}[ke^{\mp i\phi} + (be^{\mp i\phi} + 2ze^{\pm i\phi})(\partial_r + r\partial_\theta)]. \]

(A8)

The operators in Eq. (A8) obey the commutation rules,
\[ [\hat{A}_\pm(z), \hat{A}^\dagger_\mp(z)] = 1, [\hat{A}_\pm(z), \hat{A}^\dagger_\pm(z)] = 0. \]

(A9)

Higher-order LG \( l, p \) beam modes can be obtained from operating on the TEM\(_{00}\) according to [87]
\[ u_{l,p}^{LG}(z) = \sqrt{\frac{1}{m!n!}}[\hat{A}_\pm(z)]^m[\hat{A}^\dagger_\mp(z)]^n\text{TEM}_{00}(z), \]

(A10)

where \( m = (l + p)/2 \) and \( n = (l - p)/2 \). We note that OAM states \( u_{l,p}^{OAM} \) and \( u_{l,p}^{LG} \) differ only in the direction of the phase winding, that is, clockwise or counterclockwise, respectively.


